Dell EMC DEA-2TT3 Exam
Volume: 66 Questions

Question No:1
An organization wants to deploy performance sensitive applications to meet their business
requirements.
Which type of storage device is suitable?
A. SATA drive
B. Solid-state drive
C. SAS drive
D. Optical disk drive
Answer: A

Question No:2
Which phase of the cloud service lifecycle involves making business use case decisions for the
cloud service offering portfolio?
A. Service Termination
B. Service Planning
C. Service Creation
D. Service Operation
Answer: C

Question No:3
Refer to the exhibit, which represents a consumer environment consisting of multiple VMs
running Windows operating systems (OSs).
For compliance reasons, the cloud service provider maintains version control over the OS
provided to the consumer. The service provider also ensures that the configurations of the VMs
comply with the configuration policy for the OS version. The configuration policy includes the
two conditions shown in the exhibit. A monitoring tool verifies VM configurations against the
configuration policy and provides the compliance results shown.
What is the percentage of compliance non-adherence?
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A. 30 12%
B. 33.34%
C. 58.33%
D. 66.67%
Answer: D

Question No:4
Which process involves determining the optimal resources required to meet seasonal spikes in
resource demand?
A. Configuration management
B. Change management
C. Capacity management
D. Incident management
Answer: C

Question No:5
What is an organizational benefit of adopting modern applications?
A. Enhances competitiveness
B. Removes dependency on IT completely
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C. Eliminates CAPEX
D. Removes dependency on service provider
Answer: A

Question No:6
Which method optimizes network performance by distributing network traffic across the shared
bandwidth of all the ISLs?
A. Link aggregation
B. Network zoning
C. Network segmentation
D. Link failover
Answer: D

Question No:7
Which task describes adherence to compliance?
A. Ensure security policies are being enforced
B. Define access rights to users
C. Assess the cloud provider's capability to provide logs
D. Assess assets with realistic valuations
Answer: D

Question No:8
What is a key benefit of using containers?
A. Eliminates any long-term commitments to a technology stack
B. Helps speed up software release cycles and improve software quality
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C. Enables services to be delivered in hours or days, not weeks
D. Provides better portability without requiring code changes
Answer: B

Question No:9
What is a benefit of the active-active cluster implementation?
A. Enhances performance and availability of a service
B. Lower total cost of ownership for providing services
C. Improves security of applications running on the cluster
D. Ability to run multiple services on one physical compute system
Answer: D

Question No:10
Which activity is a part of people transformation?
A. Automation of IT tasks that reduces manpower needs
B. Adoption of an modern IT infrastructure
C. Communication between IT staff and business leaders
D. Adoption of a standard framework such as ITIL
Answer: A

Question No:11
A specific intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPS) scans events against known attack
patterns.
Which technique is the IDPS using?
A. Plug-in-based detection
B. Signature-based detection
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C. Device-based detection
D. Anomaly-based detection
Answer: D

Question No:12
What is a benefit of synchronous remote replication?
A. Replicates data across any geographic location without impacting response time
B. Ensures source and replica have identical data at all times
C. Supports locality of reference to improve replication performance
D. Saves network bandwidth by replicating only deduplicated data
Answer: A

Question No:13
Which can an IT department do to better meet IT challenges and support digital businesses?
A. Become more technology centric
B. Focus on delivery and management of digital assets
C. Become more service centric within cost constraints
D. Focus on providing services without being distracted by costs
Answer: A

Question No:14
A new service has been created and the service instance is ready to use. What type of an alert is
generated to notify the user about this event?
A. Instructional
B. Informational
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